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Abstract
We propose a construction of an accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors (AHNEP)
which behaves as a universal device in the class of all these devices. We ﬁrst construct a Turing
machine which can simulate any AHNEP and then an AHNEP which simulates the Turing machine.
We think that this approach can be applied to other bio-inspired computing models which are
computationally complete.
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1 Introduction
The line of research discussed in this paper lies among a wide range of com-
putational models rooted in molecular biology [13]. A few words about the
history of introducing the model discussed here. A rather well-known archi-
tecture for parallel and distributed symbolic processing, related to the Con-
nection Machine [9] as well as the Logic Flow paradigm [7] consists of several
processors, each of them being placed in a node of a virtual complete graph,
which are able to handle data associated with the respective node. Each node
processor acts on the local data in accordance with some predeﬁned rules, and
then local data becomes a mobile agent which can navigate in the network fol-
lowing a given protocol. Only that data which can pass a ﬁltering process can
be communicated to the other processors. This ﬁltering process may require
to satisfy some conditions imposed by the sending processor, by the receiving
processor or by both of them. All the nodes send simultaneously their data
and the receiving nodes handle also simultaneously all the arriving messages,
according to some strategies, see, e.g., [8,9].
Starting from the premise that data can be given in the form of words,
Csuhaj-Varju´ & Salomaa introduced in [5] a concept called network of paral-
lel language processors with the aim of investigating this concept in terms of
formal grammars and languages. In [1], this concept was modiﬁed in a way
inspired from cell biology. Each processor placed in the nodes of the network is
a very simple processor, an evolutionary processor. This is not a real, existing
object but a mathematical concept. By an evolutionary processor it is meant a
processor which is able to perform very simple operations, namely formal lan-
guage theoretic operations that mimic the point mutations in a DNA sequence
(insertion, deletion or substitution of a pair of nucleotides). More generally,
each node may be viewed as a cell having genetic information encoded in DNA
sequences which may evolve by local evolutionary events, namely point muta-
tions. Each node is specialized just for one of these evolutionary operations.
Furthermore, the data in each node is organized in the form of multisets of
words (each word appears in an arbitrarily large number of copies), and all
copies are processed in parallel such that all the possible events that can take
place do actually take place. From the biological point of view, it cannot be
expected that the components of any biological organism evolve sequentially
or the cell reproduction may be modeled within a sequential approach. Cell
state changes are modeled by rewriting rules like in formal grammars. The
parallel nature of the cell state changes is modeled by the parallel execution
of the symbols rewriting according to the rules applied. Consequently, hybrid
networks of evolutionary processors might be viewed as bio-inspired computing
models. Obviously, the computational process described here is not exactly an
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evolutionary process in the Darwinian sense. But the rewriting operations we
have considered might be interpreted as mutations and the ﬁltering process
might be viewed as a selection process. Recombination is missing but it was
asserted that evolutionary and functional relationships between genes can be
captured by taking only local mutations into consideration [15]. Furthermore,
we are not concerned here with a possible biological implementation, though
a matter of great importance.
Our mechanisms introduced in [1] are further considered in a series of sub-
sequent works [2,12] as language generating devices and their computational
power in this respect is investigated. On the other hand, this model is con-
sidered as an accepting device in [11], where a new characterization of NP
is obtained, as well as a problem solver in [12,10], where a few NP-complete
problems are solved in linear time with polynomially bounded resources. The
aforementioned models, besides the mathematical motivation, may also have
a biological one. Cells always form tissues and organs interacting with each
other either directly or via the common environment.
In this paper, we propose a construction of an accepting hybrid network
of evolutionary processors which behaves as a universal device in the class of
all these devices. We ﬁrst construct a Turing machine which can simulate
any AHNEP and then an AHNEP which simulates the Turing machine. The
construction of the Turing machine is presented here while for the construction
of the AHNEP the reader is referred to [11]. This result together with the fact
that AHNEP is a deterministic and computationally complete device inspired
from cell biology and amenable to be used as a problem solver (see [10], where
a possible implementation of AHNEP using WWW is discussed) suggests the
possibility to construct a sort of “tissue-like computer”.
2 Basic deﬁnitions
We start by summarizing the notions used throughout the paper. An alphabet
is a ﬁnite and nonempty set of symbols. The cardinality of a ﬁnite set A is
written card(A). Any sequence of symbols from an alphabet V is called word
(string) over V . The set of all words over V is denoted by V ∗ and the empty
word is denoted by ε. The length of a word x is denoted by |x| while alph(x)
denotes the minimal alphabet W such that x ∈ W ∗.
We say that a rule a→ b, with a, b ∈ V ∪ {ε} is a substitution rule if both
a and b are not ε; it is a deletion rule if a = ε and b = ε; it is an insertion rule
if a = ε and b = ε. The set of all substitution, deletion, and insertion rules
over an alphabet V are denoted by SubV , DelV , and InsV , respectively.
For two disjoint and nonempty subsets P and F of an alphabet V and a
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word w over V , we deﬁne the predicates:
• ϕ(1)(w;P, F ) ≡ P ⊆ alph(w) ∧ F ∩ alph(w) = ∅
• ϕ(2)(w;P, F ) ≡ alph(w) ⊆ P
• ϕ(3)(w;P, F ) ≡ P ⊆ alph(w) ∧ F ⊆ alph(w)
• ϕ(4)(w;P, F ) ≡ alph(w) ∩ P = ∅ ∧ F ∩ alph(w) = ∅.
An evolutionary processor over V is a tuple (M,PI, FI, PO, FO), where:
– Either M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet
V . Formally: (M ⊆ SubV ) or (M ⊆ DelV ) or (M ⊆ InsV ). The set M
represents the set of evolutionary rules of the processor. As one can see, a
processor is “specialized” in one evolutionary operation, only.
– PI, FI ⊆ V are the input permitting/forbidding contexts of the processor,
while PO, FO ⊆ V are the output permitting/forbidding contexts of the
processor. Informally, the permitting input/output contexts are the set
of symbols that should be present in a string, when it enters/leaves the
processor, while the forbidding contexts are the set of symbols that should
not be present in a string in order to enter/leave the processor.
We denote the set of evolutionary processors over V by EPV .
An accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors (AHNEP for short)
is a 7-tuple Γ = (V, U,G,N, α, β, xI, xO), where:
• V and U are the input and network alphabets, respectively, V ⊆ U .
• G = (XG, EG) is an undirected graph, called the underlying graph of the
network. In this paper, we consider complete AHNEPs, i.e. AHNEPs having
a complete underlying graph denoted by Kn, where n is the number of
vertices.
• N : XG −→ EPU is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the
evolutionary processor N(x) = (Mx, P Ix, F Ix, POx, FOx).
• α : XG −→ {∗, l, r}; α(x) gives the action mode of the rules of node x on the
words existing in that node. Informally, this indicates if the evolutionary
rules of the processor are to be applied at the leftmost end of the string, for
α = l, at the rightmost end of the string, for α = r, or at any of its position,
for α = ∗.
• β : XG −→ {(1), (2), (3), (4)} deﬁnes the type of the input/output ﬁlters of
a node. More precisely, for every node, x ∈ XG, the following ﬁlters are
deﬁned:
input ﬁlter: ρx(·) = ϕ
β(x)(·;PIx, F Ix),
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output ﬁlter: τx(·) = ϕ
β(x)(·;POx, FOx).
That is, ρx(w) (resp. τx) indicates whether or not the word w can pass the
input (resp. output) ﬁlter of x. More generally, ρx(L) (resp. τx(L)) is the
set of words of L that can pass the input (resp. output) ﬁlter of x.
• xI and xO ∈ XG is the input node, and the output node, respectively, of the
AHNEP.
A conﬁguration of an AHNEP Γ as above is a mapping C : XG −→ 2
V ∗
which associates a set of words with every node of the graph. A conﬁguration
may be understood as the sets of words which are present in any node at
a given moment. A conﬁguration can change either by an evolutionary step
or by a communication step. When changing by an evolutionary step, each
component C(x) of the conﬁguration C is changed in accordance with the set
of evolutionary rules Mx associated with the node x and the way of applying
these rules α(x). Formally, we say that the conﬁguration C ′ is obtained in
one evolutionary step from the conﬁguration C, written as C =⇒ C ′, iﬀ
C ′(x) = M
α(x)
x (C(x)) for all x ∈ XG.
When changing by a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG
sends one copy of each word it has, which is able to pass the output ﬁlter of x,
to all the node processors connected to x and receives all the words sent by any
node processor connected with x providing that they can pass its input ﬁlter.
Formally, we say that the conﬁguration C ′ is obtained in one communication
step from conﬁguration C, written as C  C ′, iﬀ
C ′(x) = (C(x)− τx(C(x))) ∪
⋃
{x,y}∈EG
(τy(C(y)) ∩ ρx(C(y))) for all x ∈ XG.
Note that words which leave a node are eliminated from that node. If they
cannot pass the input ﬁlter of any node, they are lost.
Let Γ be an AHNEP, the computation of Γ on the input word w ∈ V ∗






2 , . . ., where C
(w)
0 is the initial
conﬁguration of Γ deﬁned by C
(w)
0 (xI) = w and C
(w)
0 (x) = ∅ for all x ∈ XG,








2i+2, for all i ≥ 0. By the previous def-
initions, each conﬁguration C
(w)
i is uniquely determined by the conﬁguration
C
(w)
i−1. Otherwise stated, each computation in an AHNEP is deterministic. A
computation as above immediately halts if one of the following two conditions
holds:
(i) There exists a conﬁguration in which the set of words existing in the
output node xO is non-empty. In this case, the computation is said to be
an accepting computation.
(ii) There exist two consecutive identical conﬁgurations.
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In the aforementioned cases the computation is said to be ﬁnite. The language
accepted by Γ is
L(Γ) = {w ∈ V ∗ | the computation of Γ on w is an accepting one}.
3 Encoding complete AHNEPs
In this section we describe a way of encoding an arbitrary AHNEP using the
ﬁxed alphabet
A = {$,#, r, l, ∗, (1), (2), (3), (4), 0, 1, 2, •,→}.
Let Γ = (V, U,Kn, N, α, β, xI, xO) be an AHNEP, where
– V = {a1, a2, . . . , am},
– U = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}, p ≥ m,
– the nodes of Kn are x1, x2, . . . , xn, with x1 = xI and x2 = xO.





10i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
20i, m + 1 ≤ i ≤ p
Given w, a word over U as above, we deﬁne its encoding < w > in the following
way:
< ε >= 1, < b1b2 . . . bk >=< b1 >< b2 > . . . < bk >, k ≥ 1, bi ∈ U, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Let L ⊆ U∗ be a ﬁnite language, L = {w1, . . . , wk}. We encode this language
by the word < L >= • < w1 > • < w2 > • . . .• < wk > •. The empty
language is encoded by < ∅ >= •.
As a direct consequence of the above, we describe how evolutionary rules
are encoded:
– Substitution: a → b, a, b ∈ V is encoded as < a >→< b >;
– Insertion: ε → a, a ∈ V is encoded as 1 →< a >;
– Deletion: a → ε is encoded as < a >→ 1.
We denote the encoding of the evolutionary rule r by < r >. A set of evolu-
tionary rules: R = {r1, . . . , rm} is encoded:
< R >= • < r1 > • < r2 > • . . .• < rm > •
For each node x we set
< N(x) >= # < Mx > # < PIx > # < FIx > # < POx > # < FOx > #,
and < x >= #α(x) < N(x) > β(x)#.
We now describe the way Γ is encoded. This is:
< Γ >= $ < Kn > $ < x1 > $ < x2 > $ . . . $ < xn >, where < Kn >= 2
n.
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4 Construction of a universal AHNEP
In this section we will prove that there exists an AHNEP ΓU , such that if the
input word of ΓU is < Γ >< w >, for some AHNEP Γ and w the followings
hold:
• ΓU halts on the input < Γ >< w > if and only if Γ halts on the input w.
• < Γ >< w > is accepted by ΓU if and only if w is accepted by Γ.
The ﬁrst step of this construction is to deﬁne a Turing Machine that behaves
as described in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1 There exists a Turing Machine TU , with the input alphabet A,
satisfying the following conditions on any input < Γ >< w >, where Γ is an
arbitrary AHNEP and w is a word over the input alphabet of Γ:
• TU halts on the input < Γ >< w > if and only if Γ halts on the input w.
• < Γ >< w > is accepted by TU if and only if w is accepted by Γ.
Proof: We describe the way TU is obtained. Let T
′
U be a 4-tapes Turing
Machine, with the tapes labeled W,X, Y, Z. The algorithm that this machine
implements is the following:
Initialization
On tape W it is found the input word: < Γ >< w >. We assume that Γ =
(V, U,Kn, N, α, β, xI , xO), the nodes of Kn being x1, x2, . . . , xn, with x1 = xI
and x2 = xO. We copy on tape X the encoding of the graph Kn. This means
that on tape X we will have n occurrences of the symbol 2. This can be done
by copying the part of < Γ > between the ﬁrst and the second occurrence of
$. Each symbol 2 on this tape will be used to keep track of the node that is
processed at a given moment. On tape Y we construct the initial conﬁguration
of Γ. This is carried out in the following way:
– ﬁrst we write n + 1 symbols $ on tape Y , if on tape X are n symbols 1,
– then, between the ﬁrst two occurrences of $ on tape Y we copy < w > from
the input tape and place it between two bullet symbols,
– ﬁnally, put a bullet symbol between all the other occurrences of the symbol
$.
To summarize, the content of the tape Y will be:
$• < w > •$ • $ • . . . • $ • $.
Our strategy is the following:
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1. The encoding of the conﬁguration of the i-th node will be memorized
between the i-th and (i + 1)-th occurrences of symbol $ on tape Y .
2. Tapes Y and Z, the latter containing initially n + 1 symbols $, will be
used in the simulation of both evolutionary and communication steps.
3. The Evolution and Communication phases run alternatively one after
another both being preceded by the Acceptance phase.
Evolution
We assume that on tape Y we have the encoding of a conﬁguration of Γ
(assumption that holds after the Initialization phase). First, we transform
tape Z into $ • $ • $ • . . . • $ • $ and mark the leftmost unmarked symbol 2
on tape X. Assume that, after marking such a symbol, there are exactly k
marked symbols on the tape X. We place the head of tape W on the (k+1)-th
symbol $ on this tape, and the heads of tapes Y and Z on the k-th symbol $.
It is not hard to see that the head of tape W is placed at the beginning of the
encoding of the node xk and the head of tape Y is placed at the beginning of
the encoding of the conﬁguration C(xk).
We now store in the current state α(xk) and read from tape W the encoding
of the ﬁrst evolutionary rule of xk. Let us assume that this encoding is the
word sl → sr, sl; if sl = 1, then we consider one by one all words in the
encoding of C(xk) and for each of them we proceed as follows:
(I) If α(xk) = ∗, then look for the ﬁrst occurrence of sl.
(II) If no such occurrence is found insert the word followed by a bullet symbol
on tape Z.
(III) If an occurrence of sl was found, then proceed with one of the following
tasks:
(i) replace sl by sr, provided that sr = 1,
(ii) delete sl, provided that sr = 1 and the obtained word is not empty,
(iii) replace sl by 1, otherwise.
(IV) Insert the word obtained at (III) followed by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
Look for the next occurrence of sl in the original word and perform (III)
until all occurrences of sl were found.
(V) If α(xk) = l, then check whether the word starts with sl. If this is not the
case, perform (II), else perform (III) and insert the obtained word followed
by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
(VI) If α(xk) = r, then check whether the word ends with sl. If this is not the
case, perform (II), else perform (III) and insert the obtained word followed
by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
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If sl = 1, then we consider one by one all words in the encoding of C(xk) and
for each of them we proceed as follows:
(I) If α(xk) = ∗, then look for the ﬁrst occurrence of 1 or 2.
(II) Insert sr before this occurrence and insert the obtained word followed by a
bullet symbol on tape Z.
(III) Repeat (II) for all occurrences of 1 and 2 in the original word.
(IV) Append sr at the end of the original word and insert the new word followed
by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
(V) If α(xk) = l, then insert sr before the ﬁrst occurrence of 1 or 2 and insert
the obtained word followed by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
(VI) If α(xk) = r, then append sr at the end of the word and insert the new
word followed by a bullet symbol on tape Z.
We repeat the above process for all evolutionary rules of xk.
The we mark the (k + 1)-th symbol 2 on tape X and move on the head
of tape W on the (k + 2)-th symbol $ on this tape, and the heads of tapes Y
and Z on the (k + 1)-th symbol $. For the new conﬁguration of the Turing
machine we proceed with the process described above.
When there are no more symbols to be marked on tape X, we unmark all
the symbols and keep one copy only of the identical words existing on tape Z
between any pair of symbols $. In this moment, on the tape Z it is found the
encoding of the conﬁguration obtained in an evolutionary step of Γ from the
conﬁguration encoded on the tape Y .
We now move to the Communication phase.
Communication
First, we transform tape Z into $ • $ • $ • . . . • $ • $ and mark the leftmost
unmarked symbol 2 on tape X. Assume that, after marking such a symbol,
there are exactly k marked symbols on the tape X. We place the head of tape
W on the (k + 1)-th symbol $ on this tape, and the heads of tapes Y and Z
on the k-th symbol $.
In the current state we memorize the way ﬁlters are used (which is encoded
in the last symbol of < xk > before #) and read the sets deﬁning the output
ﬁlter of xk. Since the ﬁlters deﬁned by random-context conditions based on
ﬁnite sets of symbols, it is easy to check whether or not a word from C(xk) on
tape Z veriﬁes the condition imposed by the output ﬁlter. All the words which
cannot pass the output ﬁlters are marked on tape Z and inserted followed by
a bullet symbol on tape Y . After this operation is carried out for all words of
C(xk), we repeat the process marking a new symbol on tape X.
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When there are no more symbols to be marked on the tape X we restore
the original content of tape X. In this moment, on the tape Z are placed n
words representing the encoding of conﬁguration after the last evolutionary
step some words in these sets being marked. The marked subwords in every
< C(x) > are exactly marked encoding of the words that could not leave the
node x. Moreover, tape Y contains n words encoding the sets of words that
could not leave the nodes.
Again, we mark the leftmost unmarked symbol 2 on tape X; assume that,
after marking such a symbol, there are exactly k marked symbols on the tape
X. We place the head of tape W on the (k+1)-th symbol $ on this tape, the
head of tape Y on the k-th symbol $, and that of tape Z on the ﬁrst symbol
$.
Now we read the sets deﬁning the input ﬁlter of xk. Then we check whether
or not the unmarked words from C(x1), C(x2), . . . , C(xn) satisfy the condition
imposed by the input ﬁlter of xk. All these words are inserted, followed by a
bullet symbol, on tape Y . When the process is complete we go on and mark
another symbol on tape X, and resume the process on tape Z. When no
symbol on tape X can be marked anymore, restore the initial content of this
tape, keep one copy only of the identical words existing on tape Y between
any pair of symbols $, and unmark all symbols on tape Z. In this moment,
on the tape Y it is found the encoding of the conﬁguration obtained in a
communication step of Γ from the conﬁguration encoded on the tape Z.
Acceptance
If the conﬁguration associated with xO after an evolutionary or communi-
cation step is not empty, the computation stops and our machine accepts the
input word. Otherwise, if, before an evolutionary or communication step, the
words from tapes Y and Z are identical, the computation also stops, but the
input word is not accepted.
Clearly, all the operations above can be actually implemented formally by
a Turing Machine. We obtain that T ′U implements the desired behavior. From
a classical result, it follows that there exist a 1-tape Turing Machine, TU , with
the same behavior as T ′U . This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The ﬁnal step of the construction of a universal AHNEP is based on the
following theorem proved in [11]:
Theorem 4.2 [11] For any Turing machine M recognizing a language L there
exists an AHNEP Γ accepting the same language L.
Moreover, from the proof of the above theorem it follows that the AHNEP
Γ halts on exactly the same input words as M does. Consequently, we can
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construct an AHNEP ΓU that implements the same behavior as TU which is
the universal AHNEP. Therefore, we have shown:
Theorem 4.3 There exists an AHNEP ΓU , with the input alphabet A, sat-
isfying the following conditions on any input < Γ >< w >, where Γ is an
arbitrary AHNEP and w is a word over the input alphabet of Γ:
• ΓU halts on the input < Γ >< w > if and only if Γ halts on the input w.
• < Γ >< w > is accepted by ΓU if and only if w is accepted by Γ.
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